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Only 4 years after its first prototype seat launched in 2010,

Iacobucci HF Aerospace will display at EBACE 2014 in Geneva (Hall 5, Booth 3623) its latest lineup of 16G
tested and fully certified VIP seating products: two refined and bespoke mechanical seats for narrow and
wide bodies aircraft and three electromechanically actuated seats. All recline in a bed mode, in full flat
position. The three electrically actuated seats are surrounded by shells with all the VIP features and
amenities. All seats are fully customizable and provide VIP customers with one of a kind Italian style and
craftsmanship, supported by high quality products for installation on board their private jets.
Iacobucci HF Aerospace, will present in Geneva, during EBACE exhibition, Hall 5, Booth 3623, its full lineup of
innovative VIP seats. The seats are highly personalized and specifically designed to meet the increasing demand of
private jet customers for unique, exclusive products and for extra-ordinary experience on board.

The transalpine

manufacturer of seating products for private jets is synonymous of best in class for comfort, refined elegance, Italian
craftsmanship and exceptional quality.
The Iacobucci HF Aerospace Super Lounge Seat named Venezia has been conceived and designed to offer the
maximum comfort and privacy on board. Equipped with an hi-low surrounding partition and sliding ottoman, the seat
has a spacious entrance width and different features/options to provide the best in class comfort for the most
sophisticated clientele in the VIP market.
The seat offers an IFE system with USB port, a 27” monitor, backlit PCU/Audio Jack and many other features such as
in-arm one leaf table, a cup holder, a reading lights and a life vest compartment. The electrical privacy partition panel
and the multiple switch controlled seat adjustments enhance privacy and comfort on board for the occupant. The seat
displays symmetric and simple lines, with different cushion thicknesses studied around human ergonomics for the
ultimate comfort, completed by a mix of double and single stitching with piping around the shape of the seat
upholstery.
Certified and already installed on BBJs, the Iacobucci Hf Aerospace Double and Single Shell boast outstanding
engineering, refined craftsmanship and innovative features. The Double Seat named Roma is fully electromechanically
operated with a wide range of possible movements managed by the actuator software, allowing to assume different
configurations from upright (TTOL) to full horizontal flatbed position. The shell seat range for large VIP aircraft is
completed by the Single Shell seat named Milano. The seat, available on catalogue, is a one of a kind unit which was
developed to be installed for different aircraft configurations. The seat has a large single shell fully electromechanically
operated that enhances a premium flying experience delivering top class high quality solutions for the most demanding
VIP customers on board their aircraft.
For the mechanical seat range, Iacobucci Hf Aerospace will display at EBACE the Single Mechanical Seat named
Alba, a VIP single seat which combines maximum comfort with top quality finishes and highest level of personalization.
The seat structure design was strongly influenced by our customers and the latest seating market trends, both in terms
of product specifications, functionalities and options. The mechanical 360° swivel enhances the useful space into the
cabin while providing extreme comfort with features like the extended heel-kick foot-rest or the PCU switch panel. The
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graceful shape, the meticulous attention paid for each detail and unique attributes made the Alba VIP Single seat an
immediate success in the marketplace.
Iacobucci HF Aerospace will finally present the Double mechanical Seat named Portofino, a double seat of unique
quality designed to meet the highest business jet market needs and requests. Echoing the same technical features as
Alba, the double seat is equipped with a 360° swiveling mechanism, with the standard lateral and longitudinal
movements to enhance the useful space into the cabin. The choice of foam is based on ergonomic standards, while soft
dressing leather materials are available in different tons and shades.

About IACOBUCCI HF Aerospace
The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts, trolleys and Seating
products for both commercial and business aviation. The company boasts a consolidated experience in the design,
production, certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash compactors,
Induction ovens, Cooking stations, Trolleys, Standard units and Seating products. With over 40 years of experience in
the aviation industry and a strong focus on innovation, over the past 10 years the company has expanded its
productive capacity, thanks to the reconverted industrial site in Lecce and the acquisition of qualified craftsmen. Thanks
to its premium, durable and innovative products and top customer service the company is the 1st choice among elite
Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world. The Company is present in the main international markets
through direct offices, a network of representatives in key Countries and a network of repair and maintenance stations
in the 5 continents.
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